
What is mobilePLUS for Workday?
mobilePLUS is a mobile-based Business Asset solution for use with Workday® Financial 
Management.  It meets the challenge many teams face when trying to track items and 
conduct periodic audits for compliance, analysis, reporting, operational planning and 
more.

mobilePLUS provides you with an intuitive, automated way to capture inventory count –
and current information about your assets.  It then electronically communicates what 
you find to Workday.  

mobilePLUS helps you to answer your main asset management question – where is my 
________?   And it does so with a single scan.  

The best part about mobilePLUS is that it is easy.  It’s easy to implement, easy to use and 
easy to communicate with your Workday solution.
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Why Use mobilePLUS for Workday?

Enables Your Team to do More:  
mobilePLUS is a complete solution that, like 
Workday, was built to go anywhere.  The 
mobilePLUS architecture enables your team to 
use a wide variety of mobile devices to 
automate the capture of asset data with 
barcodes, RFID tags &/or intuitive screen entry.  

Your users aren’t restricted to where there is a 
network connection either.  mobilePLUS was 
designed to operate anywhere your assets are 
stored – regardless of network availability.

How Would mobilePLUS Work in 
Your Organization?

mobilePLUS complements your Workday 
solution by extending the visibility of your 
Business Assets.  By enhancing your business 
processes with our mobile solution, 
mobilePLUS enables you to know what you 
have – and where you have it – whenever 
you need it.  

From asset arrival throughout their lifecycle 
in your organization, mobilePLUS provides 
the eyes Workday needs to ensure the 
accuracy of your Business Asset data.

Contact us for a complementary process review 
to show you how mobilePLUS may fit into your 
organization.


